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1. CONDITIONS FOR AVAILA3ILITY VERIFICATION TESTS

1.1 Administrative conditions

Typical for our present society is that an increasing amount of
complex technical systems are introduced to support mar in his
struggle for a better life. Typical is also that man becomes
more and more dependent on the reliable functioning of these
aids. While in earlier times his main concern was directed to-
wards the technical performance of the systemst the complexity
and dependability of our present and future systems make it
increasingly important to consider the possibility of system
failures.

A great deal of such technical systemsr for example information
and control systems, production equipment! communication systems
etCfare used in applications where the benefit of the system is
heavily dependent on that the system is in an operative condition
a major proportion of required time. In many situations the nega-
tive effects of a failure can be considered linearly proportional
to the duration of the down period with no initial effects caused
by the failure. Or expressed in an alternate way: Frequent fai-
lures followed by short periods for restoring the system is just
as bad as few failures associated with longer down periods» as
long as the accumulated sum of down-times taken over a long time
period is the same.

For such applications the proportion of recurred tine» the (steady
state) availability A» is relevant for describing the overall per-
formance of the system. Reliability engineers distinguish bet-
ween different measures of the availability» depending on whether
preventive maintenance is included in the measure or not and whether
delays attributable to the maintenance organization» should be con-
sidered or not.

The most common availability measures are

MTRF

VriTBF+MTTR inherent avai labi l i t y

VMTBH+H achieved avai labi l i ty

operative availability

where

MTBF= mean time between failures
HTTR= mean time for (active» corrective) repair
MTBM= mean time between (preventive and corrective) maintenance
f. - mean time for (active, preventive and corrective)

maintenance
MDT = M+MTW= mean down time
MTW = mean time waitinci (for maintenance -esources)
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The owner or user of the system is concerned primarily with the
operative avai labi lity i.e the proportion of required time that
the system actually may be usedi no matter what the reason for
its inoperative condition is. However. specifying such a require-
ment on a contractual basis is doubtful if the contractor is not
responsible also for the maintenance system supporting the tech-
nical

Host contractors seem not be willinq to include contractual
clauses on the operative avai labi lity» unless a deep insight into
the maintenance organization is provided. At present» this is a
rather unusual situation» and so the furthest a contractor is
willing to extend» is to guarantee the inherent availability.

Preventive maintenance interfering with the operational use of
the system is rare and always planned» where possible» to be
performed during non-required time of the system. This is one
reason why the achieved availability measure is usually not appro-
priate in contractual contexts.

A contractual specification is meaningful only when its fulfilment
is possible to verify. Methods for compliance testing of equipment
reliability G'TBF etc) are furnished in the International stan-
dard IEC 605 (1978). A national (USA) standard» fiIL-STD-471 A, is
issued for testino equipment maintainability (MTTR etc). These
standards besides statistical test plans» also contain guidance
for the resign of test cycles» preferred test conditions» etc.

At present no accepted method exists for verifying a claimed avail-
ability. As a result» the availability requirement is in contracts
o'ten distributed to separate requirements on T'TBF and MTTR. The
original requirement is tested indirectly.

A=i!IBF
arctan HTBF+MTTR

MTTR

Fig. 1 The availability A corresponds to any noint on the iso-
avai labi lity line '.ith slope arctan (A/CI--O)

There are several drawbacks with this approach. The most important
are:

- Although the original requirement is expressed in terms of A» the
contractor is restricted to the specified values of MTBF and MTTR
according to point 1 in figure 1» and thus prevented from making
a cost-optimal trade-off between feasible fiTBF and MTTR values.
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- The contractor is treated unfair. Although his system
may comply with the svai lal>: I ity requirement, the pro-
spects of having it accerted are reduced. If his pro-
duct fulfils the availability recuirement according
tc point 2 in figure 1> the chances of facing a reject
decision in the MTTR test is high. Similarly with his
product at point 3 in figure 1. a reject decision with
respect to FITbF is most probable although the product
holds the desired availability.

A better approach would be to develop methods for direct
availability testing with one or several individuals of
the system as test items. A step towards this approach
is taken by this studyr by laying down possible principles
and showino their feasibility.

The technical prerequisites for availability testing in terms
of operating and environmental test conditions» preventive
maintenance durino the test» monitoring of test item per-
formance and definitions of tect iten iailure. non-relevant
failures» relevant operative time» relevant maintenance time»
maintenance "esources etc» all have to be specified prior to
starting the test.

These prerequisites will be a combination of the conditions
applicable for the separate reliability and maintainability
compliance tests, with one important exception. Maintaina-
bility tests are usually accomplished using sisnulated (intro-
duced) failures selected at random from a failure bank» while
the suggested availability test methods are all based on na-
tural (real) failures.

The reliability test standard IEC 605 is based on the speci-
fication of an acceptable value of the reliability charac-
teristic» a discrimination ratio 0 tneasurinn the discrimina-
tion between the acceptable and unacceptable values of the
reliability characteristic» the producers risk n and the
consumers risk R. Decision risks t and p are the statistical
risks the producer and consumer are willing to accept due
to the fact that the accept/reject decision is founded on
a finite sample of observations.

The work presented in this report is based on the same funda-
mental principles. The suggested methods for availability
test plans presupposes the specification of an acceptable
availability value» a discrimination ratio D and the producers
and consumers risks a and B.
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1.2 Operating, environmental and maintenance conditions

When availability is mode a requirement in a confact or specification,
it is mainly intended to apply to the system or product in its ultimate
use. If a direct testing of compliance with the availability require-
ment is desired, the te^t conditions must technically be designed to
achieve good correspondence between the availability at the testing
and the availability under use conditions This may be difficult to
achieve, but careful consideration of all factors that have an effect
upon reliability, maintainability and logistic support,will make rea-
listic testing possible.

The choice between laboratory testing and field testinq may be given
by the nature of the test item. A moderate sized piece of equipment
intended for the general market, would be tested in the laboratory,
while a large unique system installed at a customers plant would be
tested on site, i.e field tested. For laboratory testing» all im-
portant factors should be included in a realistic way when making
up the test cycle. For field testing, the important factors that
can be controlled should be given realistic severities and the other
important factors should be recorded and judged with respect to their
relevance. If they exceed realistic limits, the test may be inter-
rupted until acceptable conditions reappear. In general, a well
controlled and supervised field test is easier and less expensive
to make realistic than a laboratory test.

The factors to be considered may be divided into operating, environ-
mental and maintenance conditions. The occurrence of failures is
essentially determined by the operating and envi ronmentaI conditions.
These conditions are treated in detail by the IEC Standard 605, parts
1 and 2, and to some extent also by tfIL-STD-781C. The maintenance
conditions are treated in national standards on maintainability
testing, e.g NIL-ST0-471A.

The operating conditions are made up by the following five factors:

- Functional modes. Complex equipment may have several defined and
different functional modes. The operational profile for the equip-
ment during actual field use defines the percentage of time spent
in each mode, and also the pattern of transition from one mode to
another. The transitions may be .xecuted b> direct operator control
or automatically, by programming signalr. Stand-by and other non-
operating modes are also considered functional modes.

- Input material or information to be processed. Tolerances must be
set on the variability of input materials or signals that may in-
fluence the operation of the test items.

- Load or output level. The load conditions, electrical and mechanical,
generally form a considerable part of the stresses imposed upon
the test items, and must therefore be carefully specified. Elec-
trical loads may be characterized by their input impedance and any
transient behaviour. Mechanical loads may be of either static :r
dynamic character. The actual power output of the item as a part
of the load conditions should be specified and used in th« testing.
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- Manipulation by operator and service-man. Requirements and
restrictions in handling of operator controls etc should be
stated both for laboratory and field tests. The ordinary use
instruction must be followed.

- Supporting supplies. The quality of any power supplies should
be defined with tolerance on important characteristics such as
voltage» frequency» noise» transients» pressure» purity etc.
Cooling air and water temperature» flow rate etc should also
be stated. Other supplies such as oil and materials of con-
sumption should be considered accordingly.

The environmental conditions may be very complex and vary with
day and year as well as with functional modes and other relevant
states of activity of the test items. These conditions are usu-
ally divided into climatic, mechanical and other conditions. A
rather complete series of environmental tests are given in the
IEC Standard 68 and the corresponding national standards as well
as in other national standards such as HIL-STD-810. Examples of
environmental factors are given below:

- Climatic conditions: Ambient temperature» temperature change»
humidity» precipitation

- Mechanical conditions: Shock» bump» free fall» vibration» steady
acceleration

- Other environmental conditions: Atmospheric contamination in-
cluding dust» salt and industrial corrosive gases» splashing
of water» electrical fields» biological agents.

The IEC Draft 605-2 gives a step-by-step procedure by which a
reliability test cycle may be developed. The purpose is to
arrange the important combinations of operating and environmental
test conditions with a relative duration or frequency similar to
that of the real life of the system or equipment. The procedure
also involves some maintenance conditions. This kind of test cycle
may also be used for availability testing.

The maintenance conditions must be considered with respect to
preventive maintenance» corrective maintenance and logistic support.
Relevant and non-relevant down-times are based on the maintenance
actions being performed and the logistic delay times occurring.
These must therefore be defined in detail before the availability
test is started. The classification in relevant and non-relevant
time is dependent on the availability measure specified» espe-
cially if it is an inherent or operative availability measure.
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Preventive maintenance consists of all kinds of actions intended
to reduce the risk of failures and is carried out at predetermined
points of time or at opportunity. Time used for preventive main-
tenance is often classified non-relevant when inherent availabili-
ty is specified»and may be so also when operative availability
is specified»if the acceptable value is revised according to the
fixed preventive maintenance time. Otherwise it is included as a
relevant part of down-time. The ordinary preventive maintenance
schedule» instructions and tools should be applied as n actual
use and personnel with the ordinary training should perform the
work.

Corrective maintenance is carried out after a failure has occurred
and is intended to restore the operability of the test item. Active
time used for corrective maintenance is always classified as rele-
vant down-time» except after non-relevant failures. The active time
includes failure diagnostic time» technical delay time (for cooling
etc)» failure correction time and functional check-out time. Logis-
tic delay time.and administrative waiting time are not included in
the active time and are classified as non-relevant in the inherent
availability case. When operative availability is specified» the
classification of delay and waiting time must be clearly defined»
e.g. by classifying the time required for transport of necessary
spare parts from the nearest supply depot to be relevant. The ordi-
nary repair instructions» tools and trouble shooting equipment
should be used and the work should be done by personnel with the
ordinary training.

Logistic support, including maintenance support. The supply of
material» parts and other resources needed to operate and main-
tain the test i terns»must be defined. When inherent availability
is specified» any delay causeu by lack of logistic support is
classified as non-relevant time. When operative availability
is specified» the portions of logistic delay time that are rele-
vant down-time»must be clearly defined. The supply of replace-
ment units» spare parts and other logistic support should be
abundant in the inherent availability case and ordinary when
operative availability is specified.
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2. THE PROBLEM IN STATISTICAL TERMS

The compliance test is supposed to be carried through according to
the following principles.
The system studied is assumed to be in one (and only one) of the two
states "up" and "down". At time zero the test is started with the
system "up". It is operated until the first failure occurs at time X.
making the system go down. Repair work ic begun. The repair work takes
Y1 time units. By time X- + Y the first up/down cycle is completed
and a new cycle begins.

The random variables {X.} are assumed to be independent and indent id-
eally distributed (iid) with expectation E(X) and the {Y.} are also
supposed iid with expectation E(Y). The sequence of pairs {(X.» Y.)}
form a two-dimensional renewal process. An example of a realization
is shown in fig. 2.

Up

Down

Fig. 2. A realization of the system status.

Let A(t)=fraction of time that the system is up during (0»t).

The steady state availability is defined as

A=lim A(t) =
E(X) + E(Y)

Ue assume that E(X) and E(Y) and hence A, are unknown.
THO values of A are hypothesized

H : A = r.o n

H1 : A = A1 < Ao

and on the basis of an availability demonstration or field observation test
we are to accept or reject the availability performance of the system.

Since A is independent of the choice of time scale* we can simplify work in
the sequel by assuming

E(Y) = 1

i.e by choosing the mean down time E(Y> as unit time.

The decision risks in the inference will be denoted a and 6 » where

a = producer's risk = PrCreject H if A = A )
o o

8 = consumer's risk = Pr(reject H,. if A = t..)
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Assume that *x>th un- and doHn-times are gamma dis t r ibuted.
The density function is given by

-x/a
f (x) =

r(p)
x > 0. p.a 0

;(p) is the gamma function
p"1

uhere

i (p) = / e~L t K ' dt

The shape parameter p may be any positive number» however

r(p+1) = p! if p is an integer.

Mean and variance equal pa and pa • respectively

E(X) = pa» V(X) = pa2

Examples of shaper. o? the gamma distribution are shown in
fi<~. J- vor some shape parameters p. Parameter a if, here chosen
so that the expected value equals 1. '..'a notice that n=1
yields the exponential distribution.

(B.l/pl

Fig. 3. The gamma distribution *or same shape parameter
values p.
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3. FAILURE TE^:iNATED TIXED SIZE TEST PLANS.

This type of test plan is based on having the system to perform a
predetermined fixed numberR of up/down cycles» after which the
test is terminated. The result hence is R pairs of up- and down-
tines (X v Y.,). . (XR, Y R ) .

Let A = the (observed) availability resulting from the test.

(R) = 1 * = — ± —
T X + r Y
1 1 1 •:

R
Y .

i.e A

where Z =
v
A

Let ' = •._ . in particular = ^ ^ — a n d ' ̂ - ̂ _̂

The test procedure suggested is

If p Z > C then reject H

If . Z D < C then accept H
O K O

where C is a constant to be determined.

Assume that up-tines X. are gamma distributed with parameters (m»9)
and down-times Y. are gamma distributed with parameters (n»^)with

Hence = m3/nV=(n9
R

Then 2 :• X. has a chi-square distribution with 2mR deorees
0 1 of freedom

and 2 : Y. has o rhi-square distribution with 2nR decrees
ip 1 of freedom

Hence , -i.o is F-oistributed with 2nl: and 2 mR degrees of freedom.
R

The critical value C and number of tWdoun cycles !\ .ire determined so
that the significance test satisfies the reciuirenents on i and ?,.
i .e

R>

Pr O Ql ^C

which is equivalent to

C> F (iin

_ (LnRi2rnR)
: 'o '

Here F,( (v-)»-^) oeriotes the ui")per i quan t i l e of tlie r - d i s t r i bu t i on with
•, and vp decrees of freedom.
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This system of inequalities 'ins two unknowns» and is solved
numerically by finding the smallest integer ?. satisfying

F (2nR.2mR)-— F, (2nR.2mR)

The value or H obtained in this way is used to calculate the critical
value C

C=F (2nR.2mR)

When solving for R in the inequality above» it is helpful to
keep the following well-known relation in mind:

Fn(v1.v-)= 1/Fi <v-.\OP i c 1-p L 1

By introducing the discrimination ratio
A (1-A..)

n_ o 1 o_
" Ä ( 1 A ) ~ ^

it follows that R is the smallest integer satisfying

F (2nR.2mR)-F (2mR.i:nR) D
n [•:

'.'° notice that the size R o f t h e test plan depends on the hypo-
th?ses_ A __and ̂\ _i)nry__tn_roujjh~the di_s_cr_ij!n_natTon ratij)_D_.

o ~ 1

Specifically»in the case i=i» m=n» the inequality reduces to

F (2nR»2nR)iVD~
'•X

which simplifies the search considerably uhen using a taLle.

The 0C (operatinn characteristic) function for this test plan
is determined from

OC(A)=Pr(Accept H |A)=Pr<* Z D<C!A)=
O OK

os — • e!A) = F(ZnRf2niR-T~~)
R oo , 1 - A P O

where FCvwu^-x) is the cdf of the F-d is t r ibut ion with v-j and
v^ degrees of ' freedom.

An important character is t ic of the f ixed sample test is i t s
durat ion.

R
Let -->: (X.+Y.) = total (random) duration of the test.

1 1 ]

Elementary calculations give (time in fiDT units)

E(T) =

R { + ( T T ) }
n m 1-A

For large sample sizes» R>20 say» the distribution of T may be
approximated by the normal distribution according to the
central limit theorem.
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The exact distribution of T is the convolution of two gamma
distributions with parameters (mR»0) and (nR.cp) respectively,
where n<P= 1.

The integral occurring when evaluating the convolution is essentially
the characteristic function o' the Beta distribution, .'ccording to
Lukacs (1970) the following relation hc'ds

Li£la> ;1 x P-1. (1 jQ-1. itx =

r(p)-r(q) o x;

() i
fig. i

r(p) i=C .

Hence f.(t> = " J p ""• e"nt t < " ^ > « 1 . S(t)

Observe that time is in MDT units.

Example: Exponential distribution

Let up- and down-times be exponentially distributed» i .e m=n=1.
With Ao=0,9. .\pO.G, (D=2.25) and t=p=0.20 find the smallest '
integer '"! satisfying.

FQ 2Q(2R,2R)< /2.Z5 =1.5

From a table of quantiles of the F-distribution we find

FQ 20<16.16)=1.536» FQ 20(1C,1G)=

i.e R=9 satisfies the inequality

Hence the critical value is

C=1.497;

The OC-function is

The exact distribution of T(in f'DT units)is determined from the
density function

The cdf, obtained throuqh numerical integration» is plotted in
fiC-A ~?or /;=A0 ?.nd A=Ai- The approximating normal cdf is also shown
for comparison, it is evident that the normal approximation is good
also lor tin's low f.-value.

The average duration of the tesc (in HOT units) and the OC-function
are shown in figures 9 and 10 respectively.
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1 . 0

a °'8

to
<u

0.6

o

<M
O

O

0.4

0.2

»•• • •

Exact cdf

. Approximating
normal cdf

20 40 60 80
Time ( t )

100 120

Fig.4 Jdf of t o t a l t e s t time (in LOT units) in the example
Ao=0.9, A^O.8, a = 8 = 0.20# when the true ava i lab i l i ty

equals A and A. respectively.
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4. TIME TERMINATED FIXED SIZE TES. ?>AN?.

4.1 The "eneral ^amma case

The principle for time terminated test plans is that the system
performs consecutive up-and down cycles until a predetermined
fixed time T has elapsed, at which the test is terminated.

At ternination the system can be either up or down. The nuirfoer
of up/down cycles is hence random, while the total time on test
T is a constant.

Let A(T)= the (observed) availability resulting from the test.

Kakagai-ia and Goel (1?7^) pointed out a method to determine the
distribution of ACT). In general, the cdf for A(T) is obtained
from

Pr(A(T)>x)=I0 F y
( n ) {T (1 -x ) f - (F x

( n > (Tx ) -F x
( n + 1 ) (Tx ) }

where F n (t) is the n-fold Stieltjes convolution of the cdf

Fx(t) of up-times with itself and correspondingly for Fy (t).

and where

Fx
(O)(t)=FY

(O)(t)=l (step function) for t>0

This explicit form is rather complicated for general distri-
butions of up- and-down times, but in some special cases in-
cluding the exponential, the exp-essions are manageable al-
though not simple. This nil I be seen in section 4.2.

The following significance test is suggested

If A(T) Ar then reject H
<- o

If A(T)>AC then accept H

Critical value Ac and test time T is determined from

Pr(A(T)-Ac|o0,T)=1-l

Pr(A(T)>Ac|o1.T)= f
J

This system of equations can be solved numerically.
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Takåcs (1957) proved that A(T) is asynptotic normally distributed.
Adapting his results to our situation of gamma distributed up-
and down-times with shape parameters IT and n respectively, gives
the following asymptotic expressions for the mean and variance
for large T.

EiA(T)'=A

Var ACT) ̂ A^CI-A) • (—•— )/Tm n

Using this approximation the syster of equations above can be
written

=A - /A ^(1A ) ( +o - nA =A - /A ^(1-A ) (—+—)/T
c o i-. n r> r n

where • is the u-perpquantile of the standardized normal distribution

i-e P ;( p)=1-p

Hence an approximate solution is (time in fiOT units)

T=(-2-+-i:(• -A /T^/T + • A,i/1-A,)/(A -A,)}2

m n t o o -.' \ 1 o 1

A =A -A,-(>. ti-A +* VT^Ä^/CJ A /T-A +\ Av/1-Ä;)
c o l i' o ;•' 1 i o' o ii " 1

We notice that the test time increases i;ith decreasing distance be-
tween the hypotheses and decreasing producer's and consumer's risks.

The OC (operating characteristic) function for this test plan»
adopting the approximate solutionr is

OC(A)= PrCAccept ^ ^ ^

where o is the standardized normal c.d-f.

Exponential distribution (continued).

Let up- and down-times be exponentially distributed i.e m=n=1.
With A =0.9. A,.=0.G. (D=Z.25) and <l=[^=0.20.(A = A =0.C42)

O i a 8

the approximate solution is

MOT units

A1

and the OC-function

The average number o* failures to termination and the OC-function
are shown in figures 8 and 10 respectively.
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The exnonential case

The exact distribution cf A(T) in the exponential case (m=n=1)
can be obtained using a result of Nakaraua and Goel (T/73)

With time in MDT units we find

>x' .T)=exp C-xT/O-

o

Where I- is the modi ricii Bessel .'unction of order 1 , defined by
1 , ,^»?i 4-1

!1 * j=0 ii (j+1)!

This exact expression Tor the cd? n•' A(T) can be evaluated
numerically by a computer.

Exact expressions for the mean and variance of A(T) are found
using the theory of Markov processes as presented for example
by Cox and Killer (1965).

Let p(T) be the probability that the system is "up" at time T
(in MDT units).

-T/A
Then p<T)=A*(1-A)-e

We see that the process can be considered in equilibrium after
a relatively short period of tine. For example if A=0.9 the
second term is of the order 0.0004 at T=5 MDT units i.e negli-
gible compared to A=0.9.

Going tiirough some integrat ion exercisesi we f ind

E{A(T) -=A+A(1-A?(1-e"' /A)/T

Var {A(T)}=2A-(1-A)(A-e"T/A)/T+A2(1-A)^(1-e"2T/A)/T2

with T in I.DT units.
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5. NON-TRUNCATED SEQUENTIAL TEST PLANS

5.1 Principles and observations

A sequential probability ratio test for availability was in-
troduced in a paper by Schäfer and Takenaria (1972) for the
case of exponentially distributed un- and down-times.
In this papert the results 3re generalized to gamna distri-
buted up- and down-times, where the shape parameters take on
any positive value. rhe test is based on the theory of sequ-
ential analysis introduced by Wald (1947). Details are given
in appendix .'..

Let r denote the number of up/down cycles performed at a
certain instant. Available are r pairs of up-and down-times.

(x
r'V

Each time a repair is completed and the system goes up into an
operating condition again, compute the ratio between the observed
accumulated down- and up-times.

r r
Z =Y./ WX.r 1 i 1 i

and compare the test quantity • 2 , where
A ° r

with a rejection bound Re(r) and an acceptance bound Ac(r). The
values of these limits depend on r , as indicated.

If o Z > Re(r) reject H . terminate the test

; 2 ' Ac(r) accept H . terminate the test

Ac>r)<( z • ne(r) no decision, continue the testo r »

If no decision can be made at this stage, let the system operate
for another up/down cycle. When the (r+1): th repair is just
completed» compute a neu ratio Zr+-|. Repeat the comparison with
r in the bounds increased one unit.

Unlike the standard Wald sequential probability ratio test (SPRT)
the successive observations Z., Z2» Z-...... are not independent.
This generalization of the sequential procedure is called a
generalized sequential probability ratio test (GSPRTK
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If 0 is the discriminatior ratio as before
A (1-A7)

D = A.CI-A )
1 o

introduce the auxil iary variables 6 and Hr> where

n/(n+n) _ £ _ 1/(ro+n)r
r 1- -

,, ,,n/ (n+n) ,V-i_ v1/(m+n)r
r

In appendix .'. is shoirn th?t the family of rejection limits

Re(r)=—(D-G )/(C -1)
n r r

exists for

r

Furthermore » the corresponding family of acceptance limits

Ac(r)=—CD-H )/(H -1)

exists for

r log(—-)/(n-logD) r

An interesting observation is that H cannot possibly be rejected
during the first r« cycles. Similary Hn is never accepted during
the first r^ cycles. This fact was never pointed out explicitly
by Schäfer and Takenaga (1°72).

Observe that for given shape parameters m,n of the gamma distribu-
tions» tlio acceptance and rejection limits are functions of Ao and
A-j only tnrough D.
This enable us to construct test plan charts for each combination
o* m and n» which has only <,,-,- and D as parameters.
The sianificance tect depends specifically on AQ through the con-
stant Po of the test ouantity.

The sequential test plan is illustrated in fig.5

If the shape parameters are equal, i.e m=n# and the producer's and
consumer' s risks are equal, i.e <<-[-., then the rejection and accep-
tance bounds exist for the same number of up/down cycles, namely

^ D)

The rejection and acceptance bounds Re(r) and Ac(r) coiive-ge with
in-.reasinq r to the common l imi t

i • n / % i • • / \ m /n -" i / (m+n). / / r .m/(m+n) .•.hm Re(r) = um Ac(r)=-(D-0 ) / ( D -1)
r , o" r _ , •

which in the special case m=n er;uals /D'
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This GSPRT will eventually terminate in the sense that the number
of up/down cycles to termination is finite with probability 1.

It is interesting to note that the expected value of the observed
availability at termination of the test is strictly less than :he
true availability A. As the number or test cycles increase however

_ A(r)
E A A as r

A simple theoretical calculation reveals this fact.

Example: Exponential distribution (continued).

Let up- and down-times be exponentially distributed» i.e m=n=1.
With A =0.9» A-pO.o» (D=2.25) and a=(i = 0.20 the test plan is
HlustFated in fig. 5.

We find r =r =log 4/log(9/4)=1.71 Hence the test cannot be ter-
minated before r=~c ufr/doi'n cycles. Then r increases indefinitely
the boundaries converge to the common limi'c VU=3/Z.

The simulated probability function and cunulative distribution func-
tion for the nun'oer oV u.7doi;n cycles to termination, ^s plotted in
fig. 6 when the true availability equals (1+fiT/p )~1=0.G57.

For this true A-value (A=0,o57) is also plotted the simulated dis-
tribution of the observed availability at termination of the test.
See fig. 7. The mean is O.o»which is considerably lower than the
true A=0.G57 of the generated random numbers. This unexpected re-
sult was pointed out earlier.

The average number of fa:lures to termination» has its maximum for
the A-value (1+/DVoo)~

1=0.857, which is illustrated in fig 8.

Tne average duration of the test (in riDT units) and the OC-function
are shown in figures 9 and 10 respectively.
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5.2 tiominaI and true risks

In the derivation of the acceptance and rejection bounds» an
approximation M^S introduced (see appendix A ) . One of its con-
sequences is that the true risks t'and do not exactly corre-
spond to the nominal values of > and . .

A simple argument gives

i.e it could not be that both «' t and .-'>.-. At most one of the
risks will be larger than nominal. Furthermore it :s easy to
show that

• '^/(l- ) and '£. /(1-<)

Thus the one true risk that possibly exceeds its nominal value
can do so by a factor of about (1+O or (1*.:) at most.

Table A illustrete the devotion between nominal and true
risks in some examples. In all cases we have assumed exponentially
distributed up- and down-times» i.e m=n=1 and i=?.
A great number of siir.-ilations indicate that t'and r'are equal.
Hence only Tis shown in the entries of the table.

TaLle A. True risks

i

in sore examples.

Nominal
t = .•

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.30

Ao
A1
D

=0.9

=0.8

=i:.2L.

C.04

0.0L

0.12

0.16

0.25

A
o

A1
D

=0.9

=0.7

=3.L6

0.03

O.CJ

0.09

0.13

C.23

A
0

A1
D

=0.95

=0.90

=2.11

0.0/;

o.oc

0.12

0.16

0.26

Ao
A1
D

=0.95

=0.G0

=4.75

0.03

0.07

0.10

0.14

0.21

We notice that the deviation between nominal and true risks is
considerable» however always in a conservative direction. The
true risks are smaller than their nominal values.
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5.3 An alternate procedure (SfHT)

Pell and Hall and Schneider (1973) supoested an alternate sequential
procedure! based on the ratio Y./X-.

Schäfer and Takenaga (1972) considered the method in the exponential
case and concludes that it is inferior to the fSPP.T based on

z =:
ry /x

r 1 i 1 i

dealt with in this paper. Although the two procedures have almost the
same operating characteristic curve, the test basec on v./X. on
the average needs additional up/down cycles to terminate.
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6. FAILURE TRUNCATED SEQUENTIAL TEST PLANS

One characteristic of the non-trunccted sequential test is that
it ray continue 'orever. We pointed out earlier that for the
GSPRT considered, the probability of terminating in a finite
number of cycles is one. However it is often desirable that an
early termination is guaranteed. The test then must be trun-
cated» which ov course will impact on actual test risks. This
section deals with truncation after a specified maximum number
of up/down cycles» while next section considers truncation after
a predetermined and specified total test time.

Two conceptually different topics will be discussed in this
section, namely the choice of decision rule at truncation and
the choice of truncation limit.

6.1 Decision rule at truncation

The following decision rule,whether to accept or reject the null hypo-
thesis at truncation, appears very sensible.

If P Z >C then reject Ho r " o

o Z <C then accept K
r " o

i. m /r, nm/(m+n) w. m/(m+n) 1.
where C^= —(D-D >/(D -1)

is the common limit of the rejection and acceptance bounds Re(r) and
Ac(r) as the number of cycles r goes to infinity. This common limit
was derived in section 5.1.
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We noticed earlier that in the case m=n. the common limit is

C = VD

Schäfer and Takenaga (1972) proved that for n=n=1. a=B.the limit
C =W corresponds to the median in the distribution of p

o
z
r-

Now

Where

is the

0.5=Pr(o Z «
o r

* r r

A = TX /(EX
1 i 1 i

observed availabi

YTT) =
r

+EY )
1 i

1 i ty

Pr(1+Z N"Wny/o)
0

= Pr{A X1+YTJVP
0

Hence AQ 5=(1+TD'/P O)~
1

is the median in the distribution of A » i.e.

OC(AQ 5>=0.5

Furthermore they showed that the OC-function as well as the ASIC-
function for the non-truncated test is symmetric around A- ~ in the
following sense

OC(A)=1-OC(A)

ASN(A)=ASN(A) 2

, A- r . p

A simple argument shows that these results hold for arbit'ary m=n.

Using a proof similar to that of Schäfer and Takenaga» it is possible to
show that this symmetry of the 0C- and ASN- functions also holds
for the truncated test if the suggested decision rule is used at
truncation.

The result just outlined» simplifies the work withseruential failure-
truncated test plans considerably when m=n and a=B. For this case
it is sufficient to determine the 0C- and ASN- functions (through
simulation) for A-values say below A» ̂  and then to calculate the
corresponding mirrored functional values above Ao «-.
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6.2 The choice of truncation limit

An important problem is to make a proper selection of the truncation
limit. From section 5.2 it is evident that the true risks in general
are below the nominal risks for the non-truncated plans. Using the
fact that truncation of course increases the risks» the following
criteria is adopted: Choose the truncation limit so that the true
risks are close to but still below the nominal risks. Three app-
roaches are presented and evaluated below. The three methods are
studied using simulation. We have limited ourselves by considering
only exponentially distributed up- and down-times.

One obvious method is to truncate the test at some multiple k of the
size of the corresponding fixed sample test. Table B reports some
simulated results which may be used as a guideline for selecting k.
Column A contains truncation limits of the sequential test which
approximately give the desired true risks. Column B contains the size
of the corresponding fixed sample size test. Comparing the two co-
lumns indicate that k=1.25 is a suitable factor. Hence» one rule might
be to truncate the sequential test at a point where the number of up
/down cycles exceed the corresponding fixed sample size by 25%.

An alternative approach is to study the upper quartile of the distri-
bution of the number of up/down cyr^e^ to termination in the non-
truncated test when the true value of A equals A Q ^ . These quartile
values are shown in column C. Earlier we found that for m=n and OF@
the ASN-curve as a function of A has its maximum at A = A Q . 5 . In this
case truncation at the upper quartile means that the probability of
truncation is at most 25%. and considerably less when one of the
hypothesized values is true. Hence the true risks will increase only
slightly as a result of the truncation.

A minor variation to this approach is to truncate the test at some
quantile of the distribution for the number of cycles to termination
in the nontruncated sequential test» when the true value of A equals
A or A^. Some preliminary results indicate that this method works
when then quantile selected is 1-min (ct,B) where a and 6 are the risks
of the test. Column D contains truncation limits according to this
rule.

The above suggestions should be taken only as tentative rules of thumb
to be investigated further» and represents merely some ideas on how to
continue a systematic study. We have simulated only a few examples in
the case m=n=1 and a = e . The choice of the upper quarti le» for example»
is just a rough rule. Perhaps the 70% quantile is more appropriate.

Also it should be noted that the truncation limit by necessity is an
integer. For small sample sizes the true risks may be considerably
lower than the nominal risks. This should in particular be kept in
mind when determining th-? factor k above.
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Table B. Background data for jetermimrv truncation limits for
fai lure truncated sequential test plans in four exam-
pLes. Column headin-js are explained belou.

A =0.9
A?=0.7
D =3.86

A =0.95
A?=0.80
D =4.75

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.30

Ao=0
A°=0
D =2

.95

.90

.11

0

0

0

.10

.20

.30

0.05

0.10

0.20

0.30

Examples

A o=0.9
,'..,=0.8
D =2.25

Nom i na I
i — c-

0.15

0.20

0.30

A

17 \

I
11 i

5 i

B

14

g

4

C

18

12

6

D

18

12

5

15

11

6

4

2

13

8

6

4

2

20

12

8

6

3

14

11

8

5

2

30 |
(

15 i
6 !

25

11

c
->

30

15

7

30

14

6

12 ;

8 !
i

3 i

10

6

3

15

10

5

14

9

4

Column Column heading

A: Truncation limit n'vina approximately nominal risks

B: Size of the corresponding fixed scmple size test.

C: Upper quartile of the distribution for the number of ur/dour;
cycles to termination in the correspondinn nontruncated sequential
testf when the true value of A is An.5.

D: 1-min (u,() quantile of the distribution for the number of up/
dOHP cycles to termination in the nontruncated sequential test
when the true value of A is Ao or A-j.
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Example: Exponential distribution (continued).

In the case AQ=0.9. A^O.R (0=2.25) and a=6=0.20. the
truncation limit Rmax

=11' obtained from table B. gives
good agreement between true and nominal risks. Using
this truncation limit, simulated curves for the average
number of failures to termination, the average duration
of the test (in MDT units) and the OC-function of the
fai lure truncated sequential test is shown in fiqures 8.
? and 10 respectively.
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7. TIME TRUNCATED SEQUENTIAL TEST PLANS

Similar to section 6, the study O"f time-trurcatpH olans w»s performed
using simulation methods United to the exponential case. A
fixed and predetermined time T is specified in conjunction with
the test plan. max

If no decision is taken before total time T m a x. the test is trun-
cated and the null hypothesis is either accepted or rejected.
In section 6 we adopted the following decision rule at trun-
cation:

h.
If o r " * D then r eJ e c t H

o
x

othernise accent H
o

An ad hoc study uac carried throurh usiny a fet.1 examcles» to
evaluate the volloinnn alternative decision rules at truncation (T )

max
Reject Ho if:

A , i-I>;D <= the rule above)
OEX

B o iI>lrTT ;D l f s y s t e m i s u p a t
ovx

D i f system is down at T
max

C. As A» except that if the system is down at Tmax»
complete the repair and include totdl down time
in the ratio

D. As A' except that if the system is up at Tmaxf
delete the last censored up-r:me from the denominator
of the ratio.

E. C and D combined.

We have intentionally not written out summation indices or limits
of the sums as time truncation implies that limits are random and
the last pair of up- and down-times is censored in one of two ways.

The thought behind rule B is to correct the comparison for the
fact that if the system is up at truncation,the available data
consists of a random number of pairs of up- and down-times plus
a truncated up-time observation. In a Poisson process stopped at
a random timepoint, the time from last failure to the stopping
time is exponentially distributed. Using a similar reasoning we con-
clude that the truncated up-time variable is approximately expo-
nential .

Similary» the intentions behind rule C and D is to obtain com-
plete pairs of up- and down-times in the ratio when performing
the comparison.

Case C (and E) implies that the total test time is not limited to
Tfflax. The rules are very appealing from a practical standpoint
in the sense that a system which is down will anyway be restored
before left to other puposes than testing. Therefore it is sensible
to complete the nendinn repair.
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This ad hoc study, based on a few examples, indicates that
rule A has the best qualities. In the example below con-
sequently rule A was used.

The problem of selecting a proper truncation limit can be
handled in a way similar to that of section 6.2.

Example: Exponential distribution (continued).

In the case Ao=0.9. A-|=0.8 (D=2.25) and a=B=0.20 the trun-
cation limit T m a x

=70 (MDT units) gives good agreement
between the true and nominal risks.
Using this truncation limit» simulated curves for the
average number of failures to termination, the average
duration of the test (in MDT units) and the OC-function
of the time truncated secuential test is shown in fi-
gures 8. 9 and 10 respectively.
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FIXED SAMPLE SIZE/TIME SAMPLE
SEQUENTAL.NONTRUNCATED
SEQUENTAL,FAILURE /REPAIR TRUNCATED
SEQUENTALJIME TRUNCATED

0,75 0,80 0,85
TRUE AVAILABILITY

0,90 0,95

Fig. 10. The operating characteristic function. Three of the
curves coincide closely.
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8- ROBUSTNESS

The test plans suggested in this paper Mere also studied with re-
spect to deviations from the distributional assumptions. Deviations
were studied using simulation, a very time-consuming approach, but
the only possible method in many practical cases. Ue have con-
sidered one example, namely AQ=0.9. A^=0.8, t=r=0.20. m=n=1 i .e ex-
ponentially distributed up- and down-times to illustrate robustness
for the various test plan principles.

Our experience from practice supports the assumption of exponential
up-times as very realistic for electronic hardware.
Several other authors report the same observation. Our practical ex-
perience is also substantiated by the important results of Grigelionis
(1964). Under fairly weak restrictions, these results imply that for
a complex series system where components are replaced at failure, the
stochastic process of system failures converges to a Poisson process
as the complexity increases, although the failure processes of the
individual components are not necessarily Poisson. Complexity is here
measured in terms of the number of components in series. At least after
an initial transient period ;t is thus reasonable to expect that
system up-times can be treated as being exponentially distributed.

The situation is quite different when it comes to assumptions for
the down-time distribution. There are no theoretical arguments moti-
vating that down-times should be exponential.
Our practical experience, however, indicates that this is a reasonable
assumption for many systems, espec->lly i/hen mechanical parts are in-
cluded. Another frequently used distribution, reported in the literature,
is the lognormal distribution.

From this point of view we have chosen to perform the robustness study
retaining exponential up-times and investigating distributional de-
viations for the down-times.
Alternate down-time distributions considered are

o the lognormal distribution with mean and variance
parameters equal to 1»

o the p-truncated exponential distribution, adjusted
so that its mean equals 1.

illustrated in finure 11.

Three different truncation levels of the exponential distribution were
considered, namely n=0.02, 0.05, 0.10. Here p is the probability mass
of the area under the density function cut off due to the truncation.

Table C shows the true risks a'and (.'obtained through simulations
for the test plans exemplified in this work, assuming /lri=0.?> Ai=0.G.
.x=P=O.20 and m-n=1. 13.000 runs were made in each simulation.

From table C it is evident that all the test plans studied are stable
under the distributional deviations considered.
It seems that the effect of the deviations is conservative in the sense
that true risks are lower when down-times are lonnormal or p-truncated
exoonential t!i«n in the exponential casp. for i:Kch the underlying
theory was developed.
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Fig. 11. The lognormal and p-truncated exponential distributions.

Table C. True risks for the test plans exemplified in this work.
Nominal risks are a= :-'• = Q.2G.

TEST PLAN

TREATED IN DOWN" TIME - DISTRIBUTIONS
SECTION EXP LÖGTH P-TSUNC/VTEr. EX?

Fixed size J-
failure terminated

0.20 0.19

0.19 0.19

0.19

0.17

Fixed size
time terminated
T=58.5

Sequential
non-truncated

Sequential
failure truncated
R =11max

Sequential
time truncated
Tmax=7°

A.2

5.2

6.2

7.

P.

0.13 O.1C

0.21 0.20

0-15 0.15

0.15 0.11

0.20 0.19

0.20 0.17

„' 0.19 0.19

[V 0.20 0.18

0.17

0.19

0.16 0.15 0.16

0.15 0.11 0.10

0.20 0.20 0.20

0.19 0.16 0.15

0.19 0.19 0.17

0.18 0.17 0.17
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9. SUfr.ARY AND RECOWCNDATIONS

In this work is developed principles for statistical test plans for
availability compliance tests. Failure terminated and tine termina-
ted fixed size plans are considered as well as sequential test plans
without and uith 'allure and time truncation. The suggested methods
are evaluated uith respect to some important characteristics* namely
the average number or failures to termination» the duration of the
test and the operating characteristic function.

The methods used are based on the assumption that up- and down-
times can be considered gamma distributed. Simulation studies
indicate that the methods are robust against reasonable devia-
tions in distribution assumptions for the down-times.

In the work is also outlined technical conditions and prerequisites
applicable to availability compliance tests in general.

The approach choosen seems very promising and is worth further develop-
ment. It is based on the same fundamental principles as present is
used in International standardization of equipment reliability testing
and similar work in progress on equipment maintainability testing.
The work presented here is therefore suitable as a base for possible
future standardization of availability compliance test. This should
preferably be made by the Technical Committee No 56» Reliability and
Maintainability of the International Electrotechnical Commission in
order to avoid the difficulties with various national standards and
practices.

By the further development of the suggested methods and procedures»
the following items should be specially considered:

• A detailed clarification of the contractual and technical conditions
and prerequisites that make specification and verification of
availability requirements possible.

• A number of typical demonstration cases where different availability
measures are suitable descriptors of the overall performance of the
system.

• General procedures for the definition of relevant and non-relevant
maintenance time when operative availability is used and preventive
maintenance is part of the down-time.

• Extension of the test plans to incorporate the use of more than one
test item in the availability compliance test.

• Further rules for truncation and decision in case of zero or very
few failures in the truncated sequential test plans, using information
on maximum possible maintenance times.

• Further robustness studies of distributional assumptions, extended to
include also effect of deviations from the assumed life distribution.

• Extension of the requirement specification techniques and/or the
test plans to incorporate time for scheduled preventive maintenance
in the down-time.
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Appendix A
Pace 1

DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST.

under the assumption that X. and Y. are independent gamma distributed random
variables with parameters (nwO)and (n»<P)j it was pointed
out in section 3 that the r?naom variable

SY
Z r ~ r "

I X
1 i

has essentially the F-(variance ratio) distr ibut ion. More pre-
cisely

p-Z is distributed as T(2nr» 2mr)
r

. „ A m6
w h e r e O=L . • =

1 - A nip

i.e the density function is

fpz <a>sr<Br*nr) nr »r nr-1 ( ,
r : (mr) •• (nr)

Thus the density OT L. is

* (z )_r(nr+nr) . n nr nr-1 . n D2 .--.-(m+n) r
Zr r-;(mr) r(nr) ( S P } zr ( T ° Z + 1 >

z >0. r>1

We see that the distri' .ition of Z depends on the unknown availa-
bility A only through o = A/(1-A)

The GSPRT suggested is Dased on the ratio of the probability density
functions for A=A and A=A1t uhere A >?,., i.eo i o 1

and the test proceeds as follows:

If q >F accept H ; terminate the test.

If q <E reject H • terminate the test.

If E<q 'F continue to test.

where the constants E--1 and F>1 are selected so that the desired
producer's and consumer's risks (<* and ',',') are attained.
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According to this test procedure! we reject H. if

r

This inequality is equivalent to

-£>oZr<G -Di^'-G
m r r '• -\ r

where the auxiliary variable G equals

Thus» reject HQ when

H V1

We presumed A ^ A ^ i . e . P Q > P I - Turthermore E<1

Hence G <^- for all r.
r 01

and BK^-G )/(G -1)>0 if and only if n >1
n P r r r

But the auantity pQ2 is positive. Therefore the case C <1 above
never has to be considered.

f, >1 is equivalent to

Hn cannot he rejected until minimum [rn]+1 cycles have been completed.

Here D<] denotes the greatest inteoer not exceedinf X.

An equivalent formulation o.' the test procedure is therefore:
Reject Ko i-f

POZ 2?(^-G )/(G -1) and r>ror n PI r r R
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Similarly, according to the test procedure. H is accepted if

nr P i V ^ d m O r

which is equivalent to: Accept H when

DP Z (H - D < jyO -H
m o r r 1 r

with the auxiliary variable H equal to

„ , gNm/(m+n) 1/(m+n)rH r = ( ~ry ' F
p

Now —7^ >1 and F>1 i m p l i e s H > 1 , i . e H i s accepted i f

p
The right hand side of this inequality is positive if and only if H

r
< p ^

1-6 r>n iogPo/P1
 E rA

Since the quantity0 Z is always positive, the test cannot be
terminated as long as the number of cycles does not exceed r..

We observe that it is advantageous to base the test on the
quantity0 Zp. Then the acceptance/rejection criteria depend
on A and A1 only through the discrimination ratio

A (1-A.)
-2 3-

p A (1-A )
1 1 o

This observation will considerably simplify the tabulation of
the test plans.

Following Wald (1947) the sequential test net the approximate
risks a and B if the constants E and F are chosen as

E= -2-, F= ~
1-6 P.

Wald pointed out that the approximation is slight and due to the
fact that at termination it may happen that q <E or q >F-
If at the final stage qr were e-actly equal to E or F then the
true risks a and 6 would exactly equal the normal risks a and
B when the suggested values of the constants E and F are used.
It may be added that a close distance between hypothesized availa-
bilities improves the approximation. This is due to the fact that
the expected excess over the boundaries E and F is small in t M t
case.
Schäfer and Takenaga (1972) give formulas for the acceptance and
rejection limits in the exponential case m=n=1. These formulas
agree with ours, although the authors do not point out that mini-
mum [fpj+1 cycles must be completed before rejection is possible.
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SIMULATION OF SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY PflTIO TEST FOR AVAILABILITY"
JAN L RISE- TELUB R6» FRCK. 35101 '•.•'HXJOS PHONE: tf470-22"5Ö0 <77-12-21>
15.60)

10 DIM
20 PRINT
30 PRINT
40 PRINT
50 WRITE
60 FORMRT 3 0 " * " .
70 PRINT
80 PRINT "TEST OF :
90 PRINT TAB15."Hl : A=A1
100 PRINT "FAILURE TIMES

"REPfllR TIMES
"TMAX
"RMfiX
"N

110 PRINT
120 PRINT
130 PRINT
140 PRINT

HO: A=A0";TAB35! "HLPHA=PF:ODUCERS RISK"
AO>A1" 5TRB35! "BETR =CONSUHEPS RISK.'
GAMMA'F0.F1 >"
GANMfURO.Rl >; TRI lUi'HT ION UPPER R2-100 V
MAKE DECISION NO LATER THAN AT TOTAL TIME TMAX1

MAKE DECISION NO LATER THAU AFTER RMAX TRIALS1

NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS"
150 PRINT "ACCEPT Hö •FEU FAILURES TRUNCATION> IF TOTAL OFERATING TIME"
160 PRINT " EXCEEDS B<.R) WHEN R FAILURES HAS OCTUPPED"
170 0*="A* :njM.0PER.TIMElCUI1. PEP. TIME :* TRIAL1-, : "
180 Q«l]«'"/, REJECT Hö! BOUNDARY CROSSING:1

190 Q»C32 3«"?: ACCEPT HO? BOUNDARY CROSSING:"
200 Q*C63]="": REJECT HO! MAX-TIME EXCEEDED:11

210 Q*[94 ]="•-. ACCEPT Hö! MAX-TIME EXCEEDED:11

220 Q$C1251="V. REJECT H0! MAX-#-TRIRLS :
230 Q$C156J=1?; RCCEPT Hi!< MAX-#-TRIRLS : "
240 O$C1873="'. ACCEPT H0! FEU FAIL. TRUNfrN: "
250 0*C213]=""; REJECT H0: TOTAL : "
260 READ FÖ»F1JR0.R1 .R2>A0.A1.H.BJT9.R-?.H
270 DATA 1J9»1> I>0.0.9«e.3-0.2j0.2!70.99?*. H'i
280 DATA 2.26.96.42.71
290 READ M
300 IF M <= 0 THEN 340
310 FOR 1=1 TO M
320 READ B[I ]
330 NEXT I
340 DISP "PARAMETERS OK? VES=1. NO=0"!
350 INPUT I
360 IF 1=1 THEN 390
370 DISP "CHANGE PARAMETERS-CONT"!
380 STOP
390 WRITE fl5«60>
400 PRINT " FAILURE- z REPHIR-DISTRH. HYPOTHESES RISKS TRUNCATION"
410 PRINT " r0 Fl R0 Rl R2 RO A1 ALPHA BETA TMAX RMRX"5
4^0 PRINT " N"
430 WRITE <15.440>F0.Fl.PO,Ri.P2.Aö.fll.A.e.T^R*.H
44Ö FORMAT 4F6.8.5F6. ?• ̂"fi.O
450 IF M '= 0 THEN =••:>!
460 PRINT Th64: "B'. P • -
470 FOR 1-1 TO M
4«« MRIffi Ct».490>8Cin
490 FORMA! (•">.".. 1
500 NE:-1.T !
510 PRINT
520 PRINT
530 IF A0 •:> Al THEN 54'j
540 PRINT TAB21!"nEAN : 'ut-:-;?; STD "
550 R3«l
560 IF R2=0 THEN 580
578 R3"l+P2-''- 1 -PI '» L O G ' R ; •
580 WRITE <15.14v>ji' MTPUE : '. FO*F 1. •: FO-rFl +RO*P1*R3":
590 FOR 1=1 TO 8
600 Ctn=St I i-i?
610 NEXT I
620 FOR 1=1 TO 40
630 ACn=RCn=T[I]=O
640 NEXT I
650 C0=A0-a-A0>
660 Cl=ftl/<1-Al>
670 O0=C1C0
680 O1»SQR<O0>
690 FOR R=l TO 39
700 0 9 * 0 1 • C ( 1 - A ; / B ;• t •:. 0 . 5 -R >
710 LCR]=( l -O9> ' f tBS(O9-OO' " "C0
720 LCR3=LCP3»<LCR]>0 '
730 03=01*<A. -••'.: 1-BV> t ( 0 . 5 - R '
740 IF 0 8 - 0 0 , 0 THEN 770
750 UCR3=lE + 63
760 GOTO 780
770 (Jt R 3=U -08 > /-flBS <• 08-00 :>, C O
780 NEXT R
790 PEM ***•*•*#****•*•»•»•
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800 FOR 1=1 TO N
810 R«Sl=S2=0
820 GOTO 900
830 S2=S2+FNRÖ
840 R=R+1
850 IF S1+S2>T9 THEN 1170
860 Z=S2 SI
870 IF ; = LCR3 THEN 970
880 IF Z >= U[R3 THEM 1Ö00
S90 IF 9 >= R9 THEN 1070
900 30=FNF0
910 31=31+30
920 IF R ;= M THEN 940
930 IF S1>B[P+13 THEN 103Ö
940 IF S1+S2T9 THEN 1150
950 GOTO 830
96Ö REM ***•»*•*******•
970 REM ACCEPT H0! BOUNDARY CROSSING
9S0 K=2
990 GOTO li>J
1000 REM REJECT HO! BOUNDARY CROSSING
101Ö K=l
1020 GOTO 1250
1030 REM ACCEPT H0 5 FEW FRKLKES TRUNCATION •R -n••. =7,•.
1040 K=7
1050 S1=BCR+13
1060 GOTO 1240
1070 REM TRUNCATION: rtAX-#-TPIALS
1080 IF r>l/SQR<C0*CI> THEN I12«
1090 REM ACCEPT H0! MflX-#-TPIALS
1100 K=6
1110 GOTO 1250
1120 REM REJECT H0: MAX-#-TRIALS
1130 K=5
1140 GOTO 1250
1158 REM TRUNCATION! MAX-TIME EXCEEDED DUPING nPERAT'.ON
1160 31=T9-S2
1170 REM TRUNCATION; HAX-TIME EXCEEDED DUPING RFPfll.?
1180 IF S2-31 1/3QP'Cy-*r 1» THEN 1220
1190 REM ACCEPT H0: MAX-TIME EXCEEDED
1200 K=4
1210 GOTO 1240
1220 REM REJECT H0! MAX-TI ME EXCEEDED
1230 K.=3
1240 Z=S2 SI
1250 REM COLLECT AND COMPUTE STATISTIC4.
1260 CCK3=Cm+l
1270 A9=l <1+ZJ
1288 SC 1 3=SC 1 3+fl9
1290 SC2 3=3[2 3+ft9*A9
1300
1310
1320
1330 SC6 3=SC6 3+S2*S2
1340 SC73=3C7>R
4 ^J Ĉ  Ci ^' F £å 1 ^» F' T *J1 T ̂ L ti ^ Cf

1360 A 9 = I N T ( 2 0 * A 9 + 1 - ' M 9 = l • >

1380 R=R*<R<.39>+39*( R = 39>*- l
1390 RCR3=PCR3+1
1400 T« I NT ( (S1+S2 :> /16 > +1
1410 T*T*< T<40 )+40*< T '*••- 4Ci •
1420 TCT3=T[T3+1
1430 NEXT I
1440 WRITE (15*1490.'' AGLUBAL : ", 3C 3 3.-
1450 FOR 1=1 TO 7 STEP 2
1460
1470
1 4 8 0 W R I T E ( 1 5 . 1 4 9 0 ' O r e I I . I 2 3 » S C I 3 N . 3 P P • • ••=.[ [ + 1 J ••••;[ I ] t i,\\ , ••, N - l
1 4 9 0 F O R M A T 2 F 1 1 . 3
1508 NEXT I
1510 CCS J=CC 1 J+Cm+C[5J
1520 FOR 1=1 TO 8
1530 i i » a - i : . * 3 i + i
1540 I 2 = ( 1 - 1 * 3 1 + 3 1
1550 WRITE ' • 1 5 - 1 5 6 0 > O f n I . I 2 ] , c r 13, N * i e ^ . ' +-• < W "Cr I ] • • H-f.[ I 3
1560 FORMAT 2 F 6 . 1
1570 NEXT I
1580 PRINT
1590 PRINT ' "J ISTRIBUTION CF •-.rMULATED ft:*- IN rift:"v'-;E^ OF H T J H 0.
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1660 FOR J=6 TO 1
1618 FOR 1=1 TO 10
1620 URITE <l5,1630.'fi[ J*:ö+I ]5
1636 FORMAT F6.8
1648 NEXT I
1658 PRINT
1660 NEXT J
1670 PPIMT "DISTRIBUTION OF RMTRIftLS FROM ä THROUGH 38 RUD 39+vR-> = 39-• :
1686 FOR J=e TO 3
1698 FOR 1=1 TO 18
1700 UR I TE O 5 • 1630 > PC 1 •> J+ I ]:
1710 NEXT I
1720 PRINT
1730 NEXT J
1740 PRINT "CUM.IIISTR:N OF T = T O T H L TIME OH TE'-T IN CLOSES OF WIDTH 10:
1758 FOR 1=1 TO 39
1760 TC 1 + 1 :=TC 1 + 1 3+TC I ]
1770 NEXT I
1788 TC40]=N
1796 FOR J=8 TO 3
1388 FOP 1=1 TO 19
1318 WRITE •" 15-1829.--TC ly-J+I 3 It:
1S20 FORMflT K6.3
1836 NEXT I
1840 PRINT
1850 NEXT J
i860 WRITE <15,6ki'
1870 PRINT
1880 PRINT
1890 GOTO 34Ö
1908 REM •*•*••*****•***
1918 DEF FNF'F.
1920 REM FNF RETURNS RliNDOM F M I L U R E TIME*.
1930 REM GMMHfi'FO'Fl•
1948 RETURN -FUUOGRHDF
1950 DEF FNR'Rj
I 9 6 0 REM FNR RETURNS RftNDOM F'EPFIIR TIME'S
1970 REM GftMMft<R0,Rl • - TRUNCRTION UPPER R^#l«R •;
1980 RETURN -Rl*LOG<P£+a-P£'*RNDP.)


